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Rock Climbing

Come and experience a beautiful day of rock climbing in one of
Chiles most pristine environments with Claudio Retamal. Claudio
was Chile´s rock climbing champion from 1990-1995 and has put
up several local routes, many of which he has bolted himself. A
long time instructor with the National Outdoor Leadership School
(NOLS) in the US and Chile, Claudio will show you his hidden spots
and give you the confidence and security to climb the routes.
Claudio will provide instruction for all skill levels and you will finish

Cerduo
Cerduo is located 30 minutes from Pucon
in the midst of beautiful native forests at
the foot of the Villarrica Volcano. Here
there are 2 different places perfect for
climbing and you can find more than 10
different routes that go from 5.8 to 5.11d.
The climbing consists of both sport
climbing and traditional climbing.
Transport is included and it is a short 10
minute hike to the climbing site through
beautiful beech forest. Claudio will then
give a short safety talk and assess the level
of each participant. No prior experience is
required.

Las Peinetas
Las Peinetas is an amazingly beautiful and pristine natural area
surrounded by araucaria trees that is located close to the Argentine
border. It is a one and a half hour drive from Pucón as well as a 3
hour hike to the site where the climbing will begin. The climb
consists of 5 to 6 pitches and is fairly easy but very physically
demanding. It can be up to 12 hours of climbing and an overnight stay
is an option for those who prefer. Due to the exposure and remote
nature of the climb, some previous experience is required for this
trip. One person is preferred; two is acceptable depending on
experience. If you snooze you lose on this trip which requires a fullon alpine start.

Details
Cerduo
9 am—5 pm
1 pax: $60,000 p/p
2 pax: $45,000 p/p
3 pax: $40,000 p/p
4 pax: $35,000 p/p
Las Peinetas
5am—11pm
$130.000 p/p
Includes:
 Transport
 Harness
 Helmet
 Climbing Shoes
 Chalk Bag
 Ropes and Hardware
 Security Devices
Doesn’t Include:
Tips
What to Bring:
 Comfortable clothes
 2 Liters of water
 Hat
 Sunscreen
 Lunch
 Snacks
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